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Power
Nuclear Regulatory Commission renews Seabrook operating license. Utah legislators support UAMPS-NuScale project. Pennsylvania bill aims to keep nuclear power plants operating. Pilgrim returned to Licensee Response column of NRC’s Reactor Oversight Process action matrix ahead of plant closure. Southern Company reports progress on Vogtle-3 and -4 construction project. Final maintenance and refueling outage begins at Indian Point-3. Tennessee Valley Authority’s integrated resource plan considers future small modular reactors. (See also Call for Papers, pp. 55–57, for the 2019 ANS Winter Meeting & Expo, November 17–21, Washington, D.C.)

International

Waste Management
CONTE 2019: Training for the future

TRISO-X fuel fabrication pilot line dedicated at Oak Ridge National Laboratory. Uranium Energy Corporation receives final Burke Hollow permit; other news. ALX Uranium Corporation to acquire interest in Close Lake project; other business developments.

National Nuclear Security Administration to negotiate cooperative agreements for molybdenum-99 production. NRC proposes fines, bars radiographer for one year. International Atomic Energy Agency installs $3-million medical linear accelerator at Seibersdorf laboratories.

DOE launches Versatile Test Reactor project at Idaho National Laboratory. DOE to award $30 million for tokamak research.

GSE Systems acquires DP Engineering; other business developments. Framatome signs contracts for Palo Verde, Wolf Creek; other pacts.

Three standards approved, one standard withdrawn.